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1. InrToduction

The degree of integration between finan
cial markets has increased substantially in re
cent years. Casual observation of simple cor
relations of changes in nominal interest rates,
such as those shown in Tables 1 and 2 sug
gest that since the mid-1970s co-movements
of long-term and to a lesser extent shan
term nominal interest rates have tended to
increase markedly, particularly during the
)9805 and most noticeably amongst coumries
in the European Monetary System. Moreover,
closer study of this question by Obstfeld
(1986a, 1986b) have confirmed the basic
trends implied by Tables I and 2 and cast
doubt on an earlier empirical study by Feld
stein and Horioka (1980) which suggested in
directly through simple correlations of na·
tional savings and investment that capital
markets were segmented. l

* We appret:iate tht' comments on a pre)'ious version
of this popt'r from se~'eral co//eogu~s and from partici·
pants of the Helsinki Conjerf!nce on "Perspectives on Ca
pital Income Taxalion in Europe». Paul Van den Bergh
kindly supplied us with Ihe figures .fhown in Tubles I and
2. The views expressed in this paper are our own and not
necessarily thost! of the Bank ff)r International Seale
ments.

I There are three possible argumems against Ihe find
ing of Feldstein and Horioka. Firstly, if the rale of time
preference and lechnology are suffi(ielll/~ similar across
countries, domeslic savings and im'eslment would be
brought infO equalil)' even in a perfee:t(v inlegroted 1II'0rid
IStuiz IJ986Jl. Secondly, jor most of the sample period
used by Feldslein and Horioko Ihe major countries
operated .....ilh fixed exchange rates. Under the »mies of

Such a growing degree of integration means
that it is no longer possible to assume that
fiscal policies affecting interest rates in a single
country will be without repercussions abroad
and at the same time that they would have the
same impact as in a closed economy. Whilst
the effects of financial integration on the
conduct of macroeconomic policy are well
known, they have hardly been examined with
respect to resource al1ocation and cross
country investment decisions.

The purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly,
it sets out (he issues involved in defining a
financial equilibrium in an open economy with
a high degree of inter-country capital mobility
and a distortionary tax system. We shall dem
onstrate that even under the simplifying as
sumption of certainty many alternative equi
libria are possible depending on the interac
tion amongst interest parity conditions, the
type of tax systems considered and the limita
tions set on tax arbitrages.

The specification of the equilibrium in the
international financial markets is relevant to
(he second objective of this paper, namely [Q

determine what is the appropriate measure-

lhe gamel) of the fixed exchange rate system evunlriesfol
lowed macro-economic policies aimed at maintaining
current-account balance, thus leading to equalisation of
saving and inveslmenl. The l>rules oj Ihe game» have nor
changed markedly since the inaption o/flouting ratf!Sond
Ihis may help to explain the continuing lJqlance be,ween
SlJving and im'eslment which lias been reportedjor more
recent years. Finally, common (:ross<ountr)' exogenous
shocks may tij/eel savings and inveslmenls in a similar
fashion [Summers (1985)].
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Table t. Crosso<;ounlry correlations of changes in money market interes! rates.

Period: 1971-74

US CA JP CB OE F" IT NL BE

US 1.00 0.51 0.15 0.19 0.19 0.22 0.32 0.36 0.39
CA 1.00 0.17 -0.23 0.18 0.02 0.24 0.41 0.27
JP 1.00 0.12 0.05 0.32 0.21 0.26 0.29
CB 1.00 0.07 0.14 0.13 0.19 0.12
DE 1.00 0.23 -0.03 0.36 0.06
F" 1.00 0.31 0.38 0.36
IT 1.00 0.13 0.59
NL 1.00 0.29
BE 1.00

Period: 1975-79

US CA JP GB DE FR IT L BE

US 1.00 0.64 0.19 0.24 0.42 0.22 0.19 0.07 0.24
CA 1.00 0.07 0.06 O.2J 0.08 0.37 0.10 0.30
JP 1.00 0.04 0.24 0.43 0.23 0.23 0.20
GB 1.00 0.34 0.28 0.10 0.10 0.26
DE 1.00 0.52 0.21 0.27 0.36
F" 1.00 0.26 0.28 0.48
IT 1.00 0.07 0.39
NL 1.00 0.49
BE 1.00

Period: 1980-86

US CA JP GB DE F" IT NL BE

US 1.00 0.72 0.26 0.13 0.09 0.25 -0.01 0.13 0.28
CA 1.00 0.15 0.30 0.29 0.26 0.15 0.29 0.35
JP 1.00 0.06 0.18 0.24 0.01 0.04 0.25
GB 1.00 -0.03 0.05 -0.02 0.08 0.24
DE 1.00 0.22 0.21 0.48 0.55
FR 1.00 0.30 0.23 0.17
IT 1.00 0.04 0.24
NL 1.00 0.10
BE 1.00

ment of effective tax rates in an open economy.
As has been shown in studies or marginal
effective tax rates in a closed economy. the ac
tual values of effective rates hinge lO a consi
derable extent on the nature of market arbi
trages and of capital market equilibria which
are assumed (Bradford and Fullerton (1981)
and King and Fullerton (1984)). In the third
section of this paper we shaU examine how the
effective tax rates obtained using the King and
Fullerton framework need to be modified in
an open economy when domestic savings and
investments need no longer be equal. The

countries which are used as benchmarks for
this exercise are five of the original EC coun
tries plus the United Kingdom. The simula~

tioll results obtained are preliminary because
of data imperfections and the difficulties in
modelling many complex interactions across
countries. Although they callnot be taken as
firm indications of the actual impact produced
by the [ax changes,2 our findings suggest that

1 The effective lax rares compured in (his paper, like
rhose commonly produced in lhe literalure. assume un
changing tax rules and do not lake account of expecta
tional factors or adjustment costs.
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Table 2. Cross-country correlations of changes in bond yields.

Period: 1971-74

US CA .lP GB DE FR IT NL BE

US LOO 0.61 0.04 0.13 0.26 0.10 -0.02 0.26 0.29
CA LOO 0.06 0.17 0.30 0.25 0.13 0.29 0.27
.lP LOO O.OR 0.04 0.32 0.02 0.34 0.28
GB LOO 0.03 0.30 0.21 -0.10 0.17
DE LOO 0.16 0.24 0.39 0.08
FR 1.00 0.27 0.20 0.35
IT LOO -0.05 -0.06
NL LOO 0.28
BE LOO

Period: 1975-79

US CA JP GB DE FR IT NL BE

US LOO 0.56 0.24 0.17 0.26 -0.23 0.07 0.22 0.32
CA 1.00 0.10 0.24 0.18 0.10 0.23 0.23 0.15
JP LOO 0.06 0.48 0.06 0.12 0.20 0.)4
GB LOO 0.28 0.29 0.36 -0.03 0.15
DE LOO 0.17 0.18 0.45 0.29
FR LOO 0.28 -0.03 0.19
IT LOO 0.00 0.14
NL LOO 0.02
BE LOO

Period: 1980-86

US CA JP GB DE FR IT NL BE

US LOO 0.72 0.50 0.42 0.56 0.37 0.03 0.57 0.39
CA LOO 0.34 0.41 0.36 0.21 0.10 0.36 0.30
JP LOO 0.27 0.45 0.31 -0.08 0.46 0.11
GB LOO 0.18 0.20 0.08 0.13 0.17
DE LOO 0.46 0.15 0.71 0.38
FR LOO 0.28 0,47 0,46
IT LOO 0.06 0.20
NL LOO 0.34
BE LOO

the existence of capital mobility alters the
value of the effective tax rates in a significant
manner. The final section draws some tenta
tive conclusions and suggests some possible
areas of future research.

In order to address these issues we have
restricted the scope of our study in several re
spects. Firstly, only foreign portfolio invest
ments are considered. Direct investment through
multinationals is not examined because a
number of questions concerning the specific
tax treatment of multinationals need to be
taken into account (Alworth, 1987b) and be~

cause the bulk of cross-border flows are of a
portfolio nature (in particular if banking flows
are considered).3 Secondly, although the pa
per is concerned with the interaction of poli
cies amongst countries, strategic issues relating
to how the tax system should be designed in
order to respond to foreign taxes have not
been addressed. In particular, questions such
as ,>tax wars" and the relationship between

; We do not, however, consider the manner in which
the specific tux treatment of banks might affect cross·
border lending decisions (see Frankel (1984) and A/worth
(/984)).
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taxes and tariffs are not examined. 4 Finally
only certainly is considered. As shown re
cently by Gordon (1985) and Bulow and Sum
mers (1984), the computation of effective tax.
rates can be affected by the precise treatment
of the interactions of uncertainty and the tax
code.

2. Effective tax rates and capital
market equilibria

In King and Fullerton (1984) the measure
ment of effective lax rates is based on the com
putation of the lax wedge between P. the be
fore ta" marginal product on a selected stand
alone project, and s the after tax return re
ceived by a final investor. The wedge (p-s)
is meant to capture all the elements of govern
ment fiscal policies which create a divergence
between the returns to investmem and savings.
The »t3x-inclusive}) measure of the effective
tax rate, t, is defined as this tax wedge divided
by the pre-tax return s:

p-s
1=--

p

The value of pis equal to the gross margi
nal return on a project (MRR) less the (ex
ponential) rate of economic depreciation (8).
In equilibrium the present value of the gross
marginal return net of company tax is equal
to the cost of the project (set arbitrarily equal
to unity) net of the present discounted value
of tax allowances (A).

l_A=(l-T) MRR
(p+ 8-n)

The left-hand side of this expression is equal
to the net cost of the project. The right-hand
side is the present value of net returns where
p is the discount rate used by the firm for its
projects (or alternatively a measure of the in
ternal rate of return), 11 is the rate of infla
tion and t is the corporate tax rate. Solving

4 See Slemrod (/98i) for a survey of these j!>Sfle.~.

S In their study King and Fuller/on compile effective
tax rOIl'S on 81 different projects broken down by Qs,sef,
industry. source of finance Qnd ownership. O~'erall

counlry-wide effective tax rares are averages weighleli b.1I
the estimated importance oj roch of these proja·ts in totuf
capital stocK.

ror MRR and recalling that p ~ MRR-8, we
obtain that

(I-A)
p~ (p+8-n)-8

(1-<)

On the other hand, savers receive a POSl
tax rate of reLUrns given by:

(I) s=(I-m) i-n-w,

where i is the nominal interest rate, wp is the
personal wealth tax and m is the marginal
personal tax rate on the particular type of
finance.

This framework is very general and can be
applied to any form of ))tax wedge» between
pre and posHax returns. The studies carried
out by King and Fullerton and by others using
similar approaches have considered only in
vestments carried out within a closed economy.
It is easy to see, however, that this exercise
could also apply to investments which are
made in countries other than those where the
saver resides.

The computation of effective tax rates in the
framework developed by King and Fullerton
assumes that companies and individual in
vestors operate as if there were only one form
of finance at the margin. In order to >lcIose>,
the model, either of two different »pseudo
equilibrium» conditions are imposed on the
financial markets depending on whether pro
fitability (fixed-p) or real interest ratcs (r =
i-Tt) are considered exogenous (fixed-r). ~

Under the fixed-p case, the value of the inter
nal rate of return on a projcct (p) is deter~

mined assuming a fixed value of the pre-tax
rate of return p. The value of p is therefore
independent of financial policy and the
ownership structure of the firm. The fixed-p
solution avoids problems with respect to the
determination of a capital market equilibrium
at the cost of entailing that a different nominal
marker. rale of interesl i prevails for each pro
ject.

As we shall see below, although the fixed-p
case cannot be said to be satisfactory with
respect to the nature of (he capital market
equilibrium condition, it helps to analyse the

o An ulternari ...e "rocedllre would ~ to !ipecify a
generaf equilibrium model hm';ng production let'hnolo.r.:if!S
"nd intertempora( wililY functions.
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(2) p=i (I-cp t)

In the case of retained earnings. for a given
tax rate on accrued capital gains Z9 the rep
resentative inveslor will require p (I-z) = i
(l-mJ so thaI

tt The value % will be greutf.'-r than unity if there is
som~form ofintegra/ion between company and personal
taxes. For example. under the impulation system the lax
credit rf.'Ceived by the shareholder is equal 10 (0-1).

" See King and Fulferton (1984) for a discussion on
how to transform realised into acc:rned tox rates.

When financing the firm via new share is
sues, investors will require a net of tax divi
dend yield equal to the investor's opportunity
cost, i.e. the rate of return on an alternative
investment. The latter is given by (1-mb) i
where mb is the marginal personal tax rate
which applies to interest income. The net of
tax dividend yield is p e (l-m). where m
is the marginal personal tax rate 0'0 shares and
8 equals the additional gross dividends share
holders could receive if one unit of post tax
earnings were distributed (King, 1977).8 Hence
the firm's discount rate is given by:

p = (I-m.) i
o (I-m.)

2.1 The closed economy

The approach followed by King and Fuller·
ton, which is replicaled here. is to consider
separately each pOtential source of finance.
The inrerrelation between p and i is analysed
independently for each type of investor. The
aggregate measures of effective tax rates are
then obtained by weighting each effective tax
rate by the relative importance of individual
projects in the economy.

In the absence of some form of equilibrat
ing mechanism, financial policies will be
corner solutions dictated by the values of tax
parameters and for a given market interest
rate (i) the discount rate for valuing alterna
tive projects (p) will be uniquely determined.
The values of the discount rate in these cir
cumstances are by now familiar (King (1977».
For debt finance, since nominal interest is tax
deductible at a rate <D, which is generally equal
to unity unJess the firm is )tax exhausted») or
there is a cash now type corporation tax, the
value of the discount rate is given by:

(3)

extent to which differences in the tax base
across countries lead to imj)1icit divergences
of interest rates. Furthermore, it is possible
to reconcile the fixed~p case with another
pseudo.capilal market equilibrium by weight
mg each of the values of i according 10 the re
lative importance of individual projects and
sources of finance (Brennan (1971». The
overall effective tax rates in this case would
depend solely on the taxation of different
types of ultimate investors. As we shall show
below in section 2 an alternative version of this
assumption is intuitively plausible in the open
economy case.

On the other hand, the fixed-r case assumes
a capital market equilibrium in which the mar
ginal yield on financial investments of dif
ferent types is equiHsed, except for differences
in tax treatment amongst owners of financial
assets: )causality)) runs from an exogenous,
given fixed interest rate to marginal products.
Here, too, the capital market equilibrium ap
pears somewhat arbitrary. since firms face dif
ferent discount rates according to Ihe source
of finance and, possibly, final ownership.7

The link between p and s is provided
through the capital market, i.e. via the rela
tionship between p and i. In the absence of
taxes these two values would be equal. In
general the value of p and j will diverge be
cause of the different tax treatment of various
sources of finance, and because the personal
tax rates levied on ultimate savers may vary
markedly. In order to compute a value for the
effective tax rates, some authors have assumed
that p can be determined from a weighted
average of tax adjusted values of i across
the various possible Sources of finance and
ownership. This is, however, not the only pos
sible type of )cum·tax) equilibrium. The
presence of shareholders facing different
marginal tax rates and the existence of ap
propriare constraints can lead to equilibria
in which individuals will prefer differenr
financial policies depending on their tax char
acteristics. Miller (1977) and DeAngelo and
Masulis (1980) have described some such seg
mented equilibria by constraining individuals
from engaging in tax arbitrages and by as
suming constraints on borrowing and short
sales.

} See &01/ (/987) for critique of the Jixed-r equilib
rium Qnd an ullernuril'e procedure.

..>



Under certainty. firms will in general be
pushed to finance all their investments by
following at the margin the financial policy
having the lowest value of p. The choice will
be dictated by the interaction between the per
sonal, capital gains and the company tax
systems. Indifference amongst alternative
financial policies for the firm is achieved only
for a specific set of tax parameters. to

10 The naltlfe of markel equilibrium with respect 10

the financial policies followed by the firm and Ihe spe
cific: value taken by the cost 01 capital depends on IWO
sets offactors: the tax laws and legal constraints on arbi
trages. In practice. these two sets offactors inferact be
cause fax laws not only impose corner solutions with res
pect to financial policies bUI also encourage arbitrages
amongst similar streams of income having a dijferelltiul
tax treatment. Legal constraints are necessury /0 prell,.nt
firmsfrom fully exploiting tax olloidonce strategies (King,
19n).

11 Howell,.r, domestic interest rates are linked to
world interest rates Ilia interest parily as shown below.

2.2 The open economy

In an open economy with full capital
mobility domestic savings and investment
need not be equal to one another. Interest
rates are determined in the world capital
market where savers and investors from all
countries are brought together. This section
describes the characteristics of capital market
equilibrium for various sources of finance in
an open economy consisting for expository
purposes of two coumries: country j, the
capital importer, and coumry k, the capital
exporter. In the case of debt-financed invest
ments by firms in coumry j by funds coming
directly from country k, there would be no
change as regards the discount rate ~ if bor
rowing continued to be in domestic currency
and any foreign exchange gains and losses
were borne by savers in country k. J1

In the case of a purchase of new shares by
foreign shareholders, the value of p will differ
in three important respects from its domestic
counterpart. Firstly, pi depends on the tax
treatment of foreign invesrors in the capital
importing country and the system of double
taxation relief in the investor's home country.

30

(4) (I-mb) •
p= I

(I-z)

The net of tax dividend yield is given by
(I-mi,) 0i 1". The parameter 0( defines the
additional dividends which shareholders would
receive before personal tax if one unit of post
tax earnings in country j were distributed to
sharehol?ers of country k. T~e value m!t is
the margmal personal tax rate m country k on
dividends received by shareholders in country
k after allowance for double taxation relief on
foreign withholding taxes levied in country j.

The value of m~k and 0l differ by country
in which the income originates, by the country
of residence of shareholders and by type of
final owner. Table 3 sets our the matrix of the
average values of 0{ (l-m!k) across dif
ferent types of final investors (households,
tax-emempt institutions, insurance companies)
from the capital-exponing country for a se
lect group of OECD countries. The value of
0t depends on the system of integration of
personal and company taxes in the capital
importing country. With a ))c1assical system)),
such as that which exists in the Netherlands
and the United States, the value is always
unity_ Under the imputation system, in most
cases the value of 0L equals unity because
tax credi£s are not provided to foreign share
holders. However, under cerrain double taxa
tion treaties, such as that between the United
Kingdom and France, the imputation credit
is passed on 10 final shareholders. For Ger
many and Japan, where the integration
between the company and personal tax sysrem
operates in part through a split-rate system,
no distinction is made between domestic and
foreign shareholders, and in this case too 0i
> t. The value of m~k used in the computa~

tions shown in rhe table depends on the inter
action between withholding taxes in the capi
tal-importing country, the personal tax system
in which the final beneficiaries reside, and the
method by which double taxation relief is pro
vided. If foreign income is exempt from per
sonal tax, as it is in the case of the Nether
lands, the withholding tax in the capital.
importing country determines the final tax
burden. On the other hand, if foreign taxes
can be credited in full against personal taxes,
then the value of rn{k will be given by the
marginal personal tax in the capital-exporting
country. It should be noted that a very impor
tanl exception to the credit system applies for
tax-exempt institutions which cannot claim the
tax credir for foreign withholding taxes be-
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Table J. Average value of 0t (J-m~) for dividend payments (for domestic shareholders average value of 8j (l-m~)
taken).

Capital exponing
country (1:)

Belgium
France
Germany
haly
Japan
Netherlands
Unilcd Kingdom
Un;lcd States 1

Capital importing country Ol

Belgium France Germany Italy Japan Nether- United United
land!; Kingdom Stat~

0.7501 O.99Q? 1.932 0.660 0.750 0.660 0.720 0.660
0.681 0.912 1.571 0.681 0.774 0.681 0.9621 0.681
0.603 0.9112 1.280 0.559 0.686 0.603 0.641 0.603
0.672 0.672 1.420 0.919 0.764 0.732 0.732 0.672
0.748 0.748 1.100 0.748 0.759 0.748 1.042 l 0.748
0.850 1.275 1 1.930 0.676 0.966 0.688 1.23]1 0.850
0.715 1.0731 1.626 0.663 0.813 0.715 1.D64 0.715
0.608 0.9132 1.383 0.608 0.692 0.608 a.8SP 0.644

Geometric mean of 0·
(I-mn weighted by
external assets
weighted by GNP

0.675
0.651

0.906
0.883

1.524
1.469

0.658
0.650

0.746
0.724

0.669
0,650

0.905
0.878

0,685
0,670

I As~umes all sh3reholden choose precompte Iiberatoire.
1 Shareholders receiving ~.avoir riscab. or 13X credit.
J Before US tax rdore of 1986.

Note: Weighted average for individual cell assumes thaI the ownership composition of foreing portfolios is the same
3!> thaI for domestic investments. If the withholding tax in (he capllal imporling country is greater than the marginal
personal tax rOlle, the withholding tax is considen.-d 3) final payment.

Source: Coopers and Lybrand (1986) International Tax Summariej·.

(5)

'.'.

it·.

cause they lack taxable income. n As far as
possible the values shown in Table 3 take ac
count of these complications. I}

Foreign shareholders may suffer a capital
loss (gain) on their purchases of shares owing
to an exchange rate depreciation (apprecia
tion) e\ (-eD. If this Joss is allowed as an
offset against capital gains tax levied at an
accrual rate of zL, the total return for fi~

nancing through new share issues will be given
by (t-m~.) 0t p - (t-zD et.

The final importanr difference bel ween the
closed and open economy arises with respect
to the opportunity cost of alternative secur
ity investmems. For foreign shareholders this
value will be given by (1-m~~) it where the
m~l and ik are respectively the marginal per~

sonal tax rate on domestic interest income and
the domestic interest rate in country k. The
values I-m~k for the same select group of

/J This also applies to those shareholders whose mor
ginal/Nrsonal tax rafe is less Ihan the foreign. withholding
(OX.

IJ See A/worth (/987b), Chupler 4, for a more com
plere description ofprovision wncerning double taxation
relief in various countries.

OECD countries are shown along the principal
diagonal of Table 4.

Equaling the net-of-tax return on bonds in
country k with the after-tax dividend yield on
shares issued in country j and purchased by
residents in country k, the discount rate in
country j depends on the foreign rate of inter~

est as follows:

;_i' (l-m:,)+(l-z[) et
p - . .

0t (l-m~,)

Similar arguments apply in the case of re
tained earnings so that the value of ~ will be
given by:

(6) p;~i' (l-m:,)+(l-z[) et
(I-zll

OUT discussion to this point is summarised
in Table 5. which shows the value of pi for
different sources of finance depending on the
country of residence of Ihe final investor. As
the table makes readily clear, a link is needed
between domestic and foreign interest rates in
order to obtain an overall equilibrium in the
international financial market.
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Table 4. Average value of (I-m~~) for intere~l payments (for domestic interest payments nverage valul! of (l-m~J)

taken),

Capital exporting Capital importing country (j)
country (k)

Belgium france Germany Italy Japan Ncthcr- United United
lamb Kingdom $l:Hes

Belgium 0.769 0.176 0.791 0.769 0.769 0.791 0.769 0.791
France 0.582 0.603 0.603 n.582 0.5!N 0.603 0.589 0.603
Germany 0.715 0.780 0.780 0.780 0.738 0.780 0.780 0.780
Italy 0.775 O.7SJ 0.798 n.760 0.783 0.798 0.700 0.798
Japan 0.767 0.775 0.790 0.767 0.790 0.790 I.775 0.790
Netherlands 0.706 0.723 0.757 0.706 0.723 0.757 0.757 0.757
United Kingdom 0.726 0.733 0.747 0.726 0.733 0.747 0.747 0.747
United Slates 0.768 0.8<)4 0.804 0.768 0.780 0.804 0.804 0.804

Geometric mean of
(I-m;) weighted by
external assets 0.742 0.766 0.175 0.750 0.756 0.775 0.766 0.775
weighted by GNP 0.745 0.773 0,779 0.750 0.760 0.779 0.769 0.779

Note: Wcighled average for individual cell assumes thai the ownership eomposilion of foreing ponfolios is Ihe same
as Ihal for domeslic invcslmcnlS, If the withholding lax in the capital imponing coulltry is greater than the marginal
personal tax rate, the withholding tax is considered as final payment.

Source: Coopers and Lybrad (1986) International Tax Summaries.

Table 5. Marginal cost of finance (p) in a dosed and open economy.

Debt

New share issues

Retained earnings

memo: ,)opt'O»
i!11ereS! parity

Clm.ed economy

il (I-c;n:)

)i (l-mLJ
8j (I-m{;)

. I:.:,',-m",~",,)
" -:c(1-1.J)

Opcn economy

jl (I-lin)

'1 (I-m~k)+(I-Z{) e{,
el (I-m{~)

'\ (l-m~~I+(I-zi)el,
(l-zD

. .i '-,(,,-'---,m",~,",),-+,-(,-l---""-D,-',,iIJ=-

(l-mbk)

-~

2.3 Linking domestic and foreign markets

In the absence of taxes and under certainty
this link is provided by the open interest parity
condition which stales thal lhe interest in
country j equals the imerest rates in country
k plus the expected depreciation of the cur
rency of country j,14

/.; Under certainty and with perjoct furesight open in
terest parity is equivalenl to covered interest parifY which
stutes thol jJ - it + f. wherl' f is Ihe forward discount
on the exchange rate. In the presence ofuncertuillty and
risk a~'ers;on. col'ered und open ;nrerest parity may dif
fer on a('('ounl oj potential risk premia.

(7) jj = j' + <t.

With personal taxes this equilibrium con
dition needs lO be modified, After tax. bond
holders in cOUniry k receive nel interest in~

come on investmellls in country j equal to

(8) jj (l-m~,)-(I-zD<t.

Equating expression (8) with the after
tax return on domestic debt in country k
[(I-m~k) ill, in the presence or laxation the
equilibrium condition for debt instruments be
comes:

,,.,

I,

,



(9) i' (l-m\,)-(I-zD el=i' (l-mt,)

As can be seen from (9), open interest parity
(expression (7» occurs only if the same mar
ginal tax rate applies to ~oth types of interest
payments and to foreign exchange gains (and
losses). If m~t = mLk (t zL) this condition is
reminiscent of the Fisher Hypothesis modi
fied For laxes as suggested by Darby (1976),
Feldstein (1976) and Tanzi (1976)." Indeed,
if purchasing power parity holds. whereby
changes in nominal exchange rates are deter
mined by inflation differentials (eL = ni-n'),
and .if world interest rates and inflation are
given:

cSi j =
01t i

Unfortunately, the relationship between
domestic and foreign interest rales is more
complicated and depends in a crucial manner
on the interaction between fOUf sets of factors:

- the entities carrying oul the interest rate
arbitrage and limitations which are set thereon;

- whether the country is small in the sense
that it takes interest rates as given abroad;

- the tax treatment of capital gains on
foreign exchange rate gains and losses;

- the specific type of interaction between
interest rates, inflation. exchange rates and
taxes.

(a) Two sets of general complications arise
when considering the taxable entity operating
at the margin and determining the implicit
value of p. Firstly, different relative valuations
with respect to coupon payments and capital
gains by investors in various countries may
give rise to asymmetries and )~abnormah> two
way capital movements. In the case where
marginal personal taxes in the two countries
are equal for domestic and foreign invest
ments, this may result in interest parity not
being achieved if the following (wo conditions
occurred:

(lOa) (I-m\,) (i'-i') > (I-zD e!

(lOb) (I-mt,) (iLi') < (I-z() e!.

I~ Assuming the aVl!rage real retllrn (r) is constant
across inflation rore.{ so that (he aw!rage saver recei."es
s = i (I-m)-lI, the nominal intert!St rate must equal i =

r + ll/(I-m).

J
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For example, investors with low mbj and
high zt would prefer investing domestically,
whereas investors with high m~k and low zt
would prefer investing abroad. In this situa
tion there would be no determinable tax
equilibrium for certain values of el. 16 This
possibility was First noted by Levi (1977). Its
full implications in a valuation model of in
ternational assets have been recently examined
by Gordon (1987) who draws the analogy
between a multi·country framework and the
reasoning which applies to the determination
of equilibrium interest rates in a closed
economy in the presence of a progressive mar
ginal tax rate with different treatments of
various financial assets. In these circum
stances, the equilibrium which emerges is one
in which investors are segmented and specia
lise in different tax (and country) preferred as
sets. Indeed, unless the tax parameters and
exchange rate changes are correctly aligned,
Gordon concludes that foreign securities are
generally the tax preferred asset.

The second set of elements affecting the de
termination of the international equilibrium
concerns Ihe group of domestic or foreign in
vestors l;:arrying out the arbitrage between do
mestic and foreign interest rates across coun
tries. Expression (8) assumes implicitly that
this is done by individual investors; however,
in all likelihood this arbitrage will be carried
out by companies taxed at a rate t which dif
fers from that on interest earnings of the per
sonal sector. Furthermore, even amongst in
dividual investors the values of m and z may
differ widely. For example, in the United
States and the United Kingdom pension funds
are not taxed domestically and are therefore
very responsive to the level of foreign with
holding taxes.

(b) In expression (7) the value of ik ~

which can be interpreted as the world interest
rate - is assumed as fixed and, given a value
of eL it is possible to determine iJ • However,
this small coumry assumption is unsatis
factory for most of the countries being consid
ered in this paper because of their size and be-

/6 To put this conclusion somewhat differently. if do
mestic intnest rutes are delermintd by the behaviour of
foreign investors (expression JObl.for specific constella
tions of interest and exchange rates domestic im'e.5tors
.....ollid ha."e incentives to borrow without limit in the in
ternational capital markellO bllY up domestic bonds. S~
Sorensen (1986) lor simifar arguments.
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Table 6. Taxation of foreign exchange gains and losses in selected COllnlries.

Assets Liabilities

Short term Long term Short term long term

Belgium I-R' I-R' I_RI l_Rl
Canada I-N C-R I-Al C-R
France I-A I-A I-A I-A
Germany l-R' I-R' I-RI I-RI
Italy I-R l-R I-R I-R
Japan I-R I-R I-R I-R
Netherlands I-RI I-R' I_Rl I-R'
United Kingdom I-R E' I-R E
United States I-R C-R I-R C-R

Note: A - treated on accrual basis; R - treated on realisation; I - taxed or relieved as ordinary income; C
taxed or relieved as capital gains: E - excluded from tax treatment. Definitions of short term or long term may
differ. In Canada, for example, the distinction is based on whether the gain or loss on foreign exchange was as
sociated with 3 purchase or sale of a capitalossel.

I Unrealised losses deductible; realised gains may be deferred.
! The lax authorities permie the reponing of short-term gains and losses on a realisalion basis. The lax Ireatmenl

musl be consislenl over lime.
l Taxable ascapjeal gains if equity, »debt on a securitp>, bank deposit (Capital Gains Tax Act 1979 s. 135) or ca~h.

Source: Alworth (I987b).

cause of the considerable interaction between
their financial markets.

Intuitively. the value of the world interest
ratc could be determined as an average of do
mestic interest rates (L; a j ii). weighted by the
relative importance (a j ) of individual coun
tries in international financial markets. Under
conditions of uncertainty Solnik (1973) de
rived such weights explicitly for the interna
tional equivalent of the capital asset pricing
modeL In his model world interest rates de
pended on national wealth, net investment
abroad. the co-variance of exchange rates and
the degree of risk tolerance of investors. Be
cause of open interest parity and complete cer
tainty, in Section 3 of this paper we have ne
glected risk aversion and the co-variance of
exchange rales in modelling world interest
rates. Two alternative weighting schemes have
been used as proxies for national wealth and
the foreign inveslment position_ GNP has
been used as the closest approximation to the
relative value national wealth, whereas gross
foreign investments of the private sector have
been taken as a mixed measure of wealth and
foreign presence. 17

" The values of Ih~ weighls employed in Ihe simula
lions of Seelion 3 are available on request from Ihe
authors.

(c) As shown in Table 6. the tax treatment
of foreign exchange gains and losses differs
markedly across countries and is very complex
because it often relies heavily on case law.
There is also no evidence of the revenue im·
plications of these provisions. Therefore in the
empirical section of this paper we have ab
stained from calculating any value for zi
from existing tax laws.

In addition to these implications for capi
tal market equilibrium, the tax treatment of
foreign exchange gains and losses enters into
the returns to savers in country k (sD unless
purchasing power parity adjustments are
made. Accordingly, expression (I) becomes:

s(~(I-mD jJ+(l-zl) e(-w[

where wi is the weahh tax in country k on in
vestments in country j.

3. Empirical results

Using the methods described above, we now
turn to various empirical simulations which
were carried out to assess the impact of capi-
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Table 7. Effcctive lax rates for eat"h country under the existing las system (end-1986) fixed·p case.

o per cent ir.nalion

Belgium France Germany haly Nether. United
lands Kingdom

Asset
Machinery 18 32 26 -lJ -I 17
Buildings 23 •7 •• -7 26 3'
Inventories " 53 .7 36 52 38

Industry
Manufacturing 25 " 37 3 19 22
Other indusuy 2' 36 46 I 16 33
Commerce 29 44 39 3 24- J6

Source of finill1CC

Debt 5 29 -0 -28 I 12
New share issues 53 5' 59 36 52 25
Retained earnings 36 22 67 18 31 31

Owner
Households 30 54 54 6 38 42
Tax-exempt inMilUlions 23 29 7 6 -23 8
Insurance companies 12 22 2 -24 2 25

Overall 26 " 37 2 19 27

10 per cen! innatiao

Belgium France Germany haly Nether- United
lands Kingdom

Asset
Machinery 31 90 3' • 15 58
Buildings 31 93 33 1 30 72
Invenloril-~ 3' 79 24 27 J2 61

Industry
Manufal"turing. 3' 89 31 10 24 59
Other indu~ll'Y 33 90 51 7 2' 72
Commerce 36 89 23 9 2. 69

Source of finance
Debt -12 67 -58 -50 -13 39
New share issues 9' 113 79 75 93 62
Retained earnings 58 93 102 41 .9 70

Owner
Households 44 113 71 17 61 91
Tax-exempt institutions 28 70 -39 16 -59 27
Insurance companies 3 57 -62 -<2 -6 60

Overall 3' 89 31 9 " 63

."

'.;!.,.

~~:
",','"
I:

tal mobility on effective tax rates for the prin
cipal EC countries. The study is limited to the
effective tax rates within each single country
as in King and Fullerton, and not for the full
range of possible combinations of countries
and inveslOrs. Effective tax rates are com
puted for the same 81 investments as in King
and Fullerton with the major effect of ~~open-

ness» being that of altering the value of
interest rates faced by domestic savers and
investors. Hence no measure of the effective
tax rates on cross-border investments is pro
vided.'s

I~ For such estimates in the case oj dirl'Ct investment
see Alworth (/987b).
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Table S. F.ffecljv~ tax rates under the existing tax system (end-1986) fi.\cd-r case.

oper ccnl innafion

Belgium France Germany haly NClher· Uniled
lands Kingdom

Asset
Machinery -12 21 52 -413 -176 13
Buildings 14 59 55 -4' 33 52
InVt"n1orics 4) 59 6' )7 4. )9

Industry
Manufal,;{uring 17 46 57 -37 10 29
Other induslr~' J) 35 61 -50 5 ).
Commerce 24 52 '7 -24 26 46

Source of finance
Debt -12 37 14 -103 -21 2J
New share issues 52 58 69 24 53 ))
Retained earnings -28 47 73 -13 26 39

Owner
Households 2J 67 69 -)1 39 50
Ta.'{-exempi in",iwtiolls 14 29 )) -)0 -" 19
Insurance companies 1 21 )0 -77 -20 ),

Overall
"

47 58 -36 12 36

10 per cenl lnnarion

Belgium France Germany Italy N<:ther- United
lands Kingdom

Assel
Machinery 47 83 69 -17 20 67
Buildings 39 85 60 -10 48 74
Invenlories )) 81 70 25 34 6'

Induslry
Manufacturing 41 8J 69 1 34 68
Other industry 41 8J 73 J J5 72
Commerce 43 84 62 1 34 72

Source of fin.:lnce
Deb. -70 80 -238 -411 -100 62
New share issues .5 88 91 79 .) 69
Relaincd earnings 66 8J 94 52 60 71

Owner
Homeholds '9 102 94

"
.9 9'

Tax-cx{'mpl inSlilmions 29 69 9 J2 -123 39
Insurance "Olllpani~ - 8 60 - 31 -129 -28 67

Overall " 83 69 11 34 70

Before turning to the open economy it is
useful to review briefly the value of effective
tax rates for the closed economy under both
the fixed-p and fixed-r cases. Table 7 reports
the value of effective tax rales for (he fixed-p
case 19 at end·1986 under the assumptions of

19 P is assumed to equal 10 per cent.

zero and 10 per cent inflation. As can be seen
from (he bouom line in (he lOp and bo[(om
panels. there were pronounced differences in
(he overall value of the effective lax rates
across coumries. Most of this varialion does
not result from differences in company tax
rates or system of integration between the cor
porate and personal taxes. Rather, [he dif-
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fereoces are accounted for by varying types
depreciation allowances, regional investment
incentives. and other levies such as wealth
taxes. IO

As far as country rankiogs are concerned, at
zero innatioo the Halian tax system displays the
lowest rates because of the generous system
of depreciation allowances and investment in
centives but also because of the low personal
tax rates on interest income. By contrast, the
French tax system is particularly onerous in
view of high marginal personaJ tax rates. In
nation tends to widen the range of effective
tax rates between the various countries (par
ticularly between France and haly) and across
assets. Differences in effective tax rates on
particular assets because of inflation result
from the extent to which tax provisions allow
implicitly for some form of adjustment against
price movements. For example, the taxation
of inventories is unaffected by inflation in
countries having LIFO valuation methods.
Another interesting finding is that in the case
of Germany the overall effective tax rate
declines with inflation. This is due essentially
to the deductability of interest payments and
of wealth taxes on debt finance, the benefit
of which increases markedly with inflation. ll
Since debt finance accounts for a sizeable
share of German firms' sources of finance
these effects overwhelm the negative impact
recorded for other sources of finance. In the
case of the United Kingdom, which until 1984
was a low tax country because of the generous
depreciation provisions and stock allowances,
inflation increases effective tax rates quite
markedly.

Table 8 reports similar computations for the
fixed-r case. The numerical values of the
effective tax rates differ from those shown in
Table 7 although qualitatively the ranking of
countries remains unchanged_ In particular,
under the fixed-r case in several instances the
effcclive tax rates take on extreme values such
as the case of Italy and the Netherlands for
investments in machinery. In several cases not
shown in this table these values were even

}() See Alworth (19870).

11 This resull conlrasts markedly wilh Ihal reporled in
King and Fullerton. The additional benefits from lever·
age due to the deductabifity of borrowings from wealth
tax assessments WO.f not considered in rhat study.
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more extreme for certain projects financed via
debl. 12

It is useful to examine the open economy
implications for the fixed-p and fixed-r cases
separately since each of these type of simula
tions can be used to answer different sets of
questions in the presence of capital mobility.
However, several common assumptions to both
sets of simulations should be mentioned. Firstly,
for lack of better information exchange rate
gains and losses are assumed to be untaxed
(zi ~ 0). Secondly, it should be noted that in
all the simulations we have assumed (hat us
and Japanese investors take part in the Euro
pean capital market and therefore affect the
average values of interest rates. In the fixed
p-case, however. these effects come only
from the tax treatment of savings and do Dol
take account of the effect on world interest
rates coming from the tax treatment of com
panies in these two countries. 23 Finally, we
have allowed for the foreign influence on
domestic interest rates to occur only through
the average values of taxes on cross-border
transactions weighted by GNP as compu(ed
in Tables 3 and 4.

3.1 Capilal mobility and effective
tax rates: the fixed-p case

The rixed-p case assumes a uniform value
of p across countries from which the value of
the internal rate of return p is derived in·
dependently of financial markets and the
degree of capital mobility. Figure 1shows the
different values of p for the EC countries
against domestic rates of inOation. In the
fixed-p case these lines can be interpreted as
the highest cost of capital which firms are
willing to pay for a given real marginal pro
duct. As can be seen from the graph the values
of p are highest for Italian firms and rise by
roughly 0.9 per cent for every percentage point
increase in the rate of innation. Similar be
haviour with respect to changes in the rate of
inflation occurs for Belgium and the Nether
lands albeit at lower absolute values of p. For
high taxed countries having the lowest values

U See section 2.2 for a possible explanation of this
resull.

lJ II would, for example. not be possible ro examine
the impact of US tax changes with respect to deprecia
tion alfowan<eson interest rares in Europe. See Sinn (/985)

for some conjectural t'xercises afong thew lines.
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fig. 1. Internal rate of return (lRR) at different inflation rates (weighted average for investments in all sectors).

of p the ranking changes with the rate of in
flation. At low rates of inflation France has
a higher value of p than Germany; however,
as inflation rises, for Germany, p increases by
nearly 0.9 for every percentage point change
in inflation, whereas for France the value of
p goes up comparatively slowly (only by .55
per cenL). These differing values of p in the
fixed-p case which apply to both the closed
and open economy provide us with the po
tential range of variation in interest rates
coming from differences in tax systems ap
plying to corporate income before firms face
the financial markets.

In order to derive the values of effective tax
rates in the open economy we need to take ac
count of the constraints imposed by the exis
tence of foreign shareholders and by the ex
change rate on the value of ii. For equity
finance, the values of ij in each country can
be computed in a relatively straightforward
fashion by inverting the values of expression
(5) and (6), and by employing the average

values of (l-mbk) and e (l-m~k) shown in
Tables 3 and 4. In the case of debt finance,
however, the existence of foreign investors
does not affect the value of ii which is deter
mined solely by the tax rate on corporate pro
fits (expression 2). The computed values of ii
then enter into the returns to savings for do
mestic shareholders shown in expression (1).
Thus, the impact on effective tax rates of
moving to an open economy with full capital
mobility results solely from the differences in
the tax rates on equity finance for domestic
investors and the weighted average of inter
national investors.

Table 9 reports the changes in effective tax
rates resulting from the assumption of an open
economy. As can be seen from the table in the
case of zero inflation the most significant
effect of assuming capital mobility is that the
range of differences across countries narrows
significantly. This result is what would be ex
pected and is implicitly built into the model
since the confluence of investots into a uni-

.~
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Table 9. Effective tax rates assuming full capital mobility minus effective tax rates assuming no capital mobility fixed-p
casco

o per cent domestic inflation and 0 per cent world inflation

Belgium France Germany Italy Nethcr- United
lands Kingdom

Source of finance
Debt 0 0 0 0 0 0
New share issues 6 -9 -7 10 2 2
Retained earnings 27 38 -9 43 30 2

Overall 16 13 -5 19 15 2

10 per cent domestic inflation and 10 per cent world inflation

Belgium France Germany Italy Nether- United
lands Kingdom

Source of finance
Debt 0 0 0 0 0 0
New share issues 26 II 3 29 14 12
Retained earnings 60 40 -29 69 63 7

Overall 33 24 -12 43 33 7

que market tends to reduce relative variations
of alternative financial policies across coun
tries.

Although Italy remains the country with the
lowest overall effective tax rate, on average
the rates increase by 19 per cent and in the case
of retained earnings the increase is even larger
(43 per cent.). At the other extreme, Germany
actually displays a reduction in marginal
effective tax rates. The reason for the dif
ferences between the closed and open
economy simulations result from the after tax
relative valuations placed by domestic and
international shareholders on streams of in~

come, i.e. m~~, m{~ and et are not equal to
their domestic equivalents. In a closed economy
these relative valuations are determined by the
rates of tax on personal income in individual
countries. In an open economy they depend
in an intricate fashion on withholding taxes
in the capital importing country, on the rate
of personal income taxes in the capital ex
porting countries, and on the relative weight
of each economy in the world. Moreover,
these differences are not simply the result of
aggregating marginal personal tax rates across
countries since the tax treatment of foreign
source income may differ very markedly from
that which applies to domestic income. It is,
therefore, not possible to make a one-for-

one correspondence between the burden of
domestic taxes appropriately weighted by
GNP and that which applies to foreign in
vestment.

Turning to the lower panel of Table 9, with
domestic and world inflation rates of 10 per
cent in most instances the convergence of
effective tax rates is even more striking. How
ever, in the case of Germany, capital mobility
has the effect of raising nominal interest rates
received by final shareholders above the level
which would exist in the absence of capital
mobility and thereby to reduce effective tax
rates.

3.2 Capital mobilily and effeclive
tax rates: the jixed-r case

In the fixed-r case it is possible to allow for
a greater number of effects deriving from
capital mobility on the determination of
domestic interest rates than the fixed-p case
is capable of capturing. Firstly, interest rates
across countries are linked through open in
terest parity (expression (9». It is therefore
possible to consider the effect of openness on
all forms of finance. Secondly, it is possible
to derive a single world nominal interest rate
i* given by the weighted average of domestic
inflation rates adjusted by the weighted
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Table 10. Effective tax rales assuming full (,;apifal mobility minus effective lax rales assuming no capital mobility
fixt'd-r case.

oper cenl domestic inflation and 0 per cent world inflation

Belgium France Germany !Ialy Nelher- United
lands Kingdom

Source of finance
Debt 0 0 0 0 0 0
New share issues " • -I 26 9 22
Retained earnings 10 9 • 2' 8 -10

Overall 9 7 4 22 8 -J

10 per cent domestic inflation and 10 per cenl world inflation

Belgium France Germany Italy Nelher- Uniled
lands Kingdom

Source of finance
Deb' '9 -78 ,
New share issues 10 10

"
17 17 J

Retained earnings 21
"

8 36 13 13
Overall -2' I' 16 4l 17 -2

- .. undefined.

:\
,

•,,

average of marginal personal tax rates as fol
lows:

Ea· nj
i·=r+_~=J~_

I-Laj mh~

where Ea. mtk refers to the worldwide GNP
weighted ~verage personal tax rate on bonds:!4
and f (= .05) is the after·tax real interest
rate. The values of nominal interest rates
in individual countries are linked to this
world interest rate according to expression (9).
Finally. it is possible to examine the impact
of having differem rates of inflation across
countries on the measurement of effective tax
rates.

Table 10 displays the difference between the
simulations shown in Table 8 and the new
simulations carried out assuming capital
mobility. With zero inflation the findings con
firm our previOUS results that capital mobility
brings about convergence of effective tax rates
across countries and at the same time raises
their value. The lower panel for an inflation
rate of 10 per cent at home and abroad dis
plays somewhat different findings from the

U The value of r, {he rea' afrer (ax interest ro/I', is
taken as fixed and exogenous.

fixed-p case. These differences result to a large
extent from the extreme values taken in the
case of Belgium, Germany and haly by some
debt financed investments. As already noted
in King and Fullerwn this occurs because the
advantages of debt finance are so great that
the reve"nue generated by a project need not
cover even depreciation costs to produce the
stimulated rate of return. Very low and pos
sibly negative real rates of return (net of dep
reciation) may be consistent with equilibrium
in the capital market with investors earning
positive real returns on their savings.

A special set of simulations were carried out
for the fixed-r case to examine the effects of
having significant inflation differentials
between the domestic economy and the ))rest
of the world)). The results shown in Table II
suggest that the rate of domestic inflation is
the main determinant of the rate of effective
tax rates for these countries.

4. Conclusions

During the 19605. much attention was paid
to devising systems of commodity taxes which

'.
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Table 11. Effective tax rates assuming full capital mobility minus effective tax rates assuming no capital mobility
fixed-r casco

o per cent domestic inflation and 0 per cent world inflation

Belgium France Germany Italy Nether- United
lands Kingdom

Source of finance
Debt -3 0 0 -13 1 0
New share issues 10 4 -1 25 9 6
Retained earnings 9 9 4 19 8 -7

Overall 7 7 3 17 8 -5

10 per cent domestic inflation and 10 per cent world inflation

Belgium France Germany Italy Nether- United
lands Kingdom

Source of finance
Debt -78 19 -93 1
New share issues 9 10 14 16 8 5
Retained earnings 18 14 8 32 14 -3

Overall 21 14 16 43 17 -2

- = undefined.

would be non-distortionary with respect to
trade, which at the time was expanding very
rapidly. The Ee countries went further and
established a significant degree of harmoni
sation by adopting a value added tax based
on a destination principle. The growth of
capital movements and deregulation of finan
cial markets in the eighties is of equal im
portance to the opening up of trade during the
postwar period and raises similar questions for
tax policy.

Most of the discussions regarding interna
tional comparisons of tax burdens on savings
and investment have focused attention on the
taxation of corporate entities and on the per
sonal tax treatment of savings. These are in
deed the areas in which it is likely that agree
ment across countries can be easily reached
with respect to some broad form of tax har
monisation. They are also the most visible
types of taxes. It is a merit of the King
Fullerton study to have extended the cross
country comparison to include local taxes as
well as wealth taxes. However, even that study
has assumed a closed economy and this might
have seriously biased upward the actual extent
of cross-country differences. Indeed, King and
Fullerton concluded that there were major dif
ferences in effective tax rates across coun-

tries. 25 This paper extends their findings to
an open economy in an attempt to examine
some of the possible implications of operating
widely divergent tax systems within a highly
integrated capital market.

The principal conclusion that can be derived
from the simulations carried out in section 3
is that the existence of an international capi
tal market tends to reduce differences in
effective tax rates across countries resulting
from the tax treatment of alternative types of
savings and investment. Differences, however,
do remain and may be the source of competi
tive inequalities.

Another finding which needs to be examined
more closely is that capital mobility, under the
existing tax systems and types of double
taxation agreements, tends to raise effective
tax rates. This result is probably a reflection
of our literal interpretation of existing tax pro
visions rather than of the reality of the tax
treatment of international flows of funds. In·

13 Another problem with assessing the results of King
and Fullerton resides in other differences across countries.
Some result from the interaction of the macro-economy
with tax rules which are not fully captured in King and
Fullerton, such as the phenomenon oj tax exhaustion;
others, from differences in the character oj the provision
oj pubiic goods.
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dividual investors often shelter their income
from foreign investments in tax havens with
a favourable tax climate or undertake transac
tions which transform a high taxed stream of
income into another having a lower rate.
These factors cannot be captured in our
model.

It is clear that as we develop our model, it
will be possible to subject the numerous other
questions. In particular. it should be possible
to examine the impact on our results of as
suming varying degrees of openness to ex
ternal shocks. In particular it should be pos
sible to report the effects of tax reforms such
as those recently carried out in the United
States on effective tax rates in Europe and to
examine some of the hypotheses put forward
in Sinn (1985).
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